
KEEP EXPLORING

EXPLORING
ZODIAC SUP
11’ x 32' x 6' / 335 cm x 81 cm x 15 cm

EXPLORING Zodiac model is an inflatable paddle board 
designed for sea riding. 
It’s a real paddle for sport hiking at sea or on a lake. 
To sail alone or with your family, it will delight both young and old thanks to its great 
stability.
This inflatable paddle can also serve as a tender during your anchorages.
It is sold in complete pack ready to launch. The pack includes the inflatable board, 
the repair kit, the dual flow pump, the leash, the carrying bag and the adjustable 
aluminum paddle in 3 parts.
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KEEP EXPLORING

COMPLETE PACK

LIGHTWEIGHT FUSION

Technical characteristics:
Weight: 25 lb / 11 kg
Dimensions: 11 'x 32'' x 6 ''/ 335 cm x 81 cm x 15 cm
Volume: 340 liters
Materials: 15 cm thick dropstitch South Korean 1st quality and Technology F.C.T 
(Fusion Core Technology). (30% lighter than basic sups)
A central drift US box with quick-mounting screws.
EVA style Teak pad 

Multiple padded and comfortable handles with ANONYM ™ plastic tags.
Valve in the front to better inflate and deflate.
The "True Track" system limits the row effect (zigzag) and ensures a speed gain by 
breaking the swell.

Included in the pack: COMPLETE PACK

1 soft center drift US box "without tools" typed Race.
1 adjustable aluminum paddle.
1 leash.
1 repair kit.
1 double action high pressure 20 PSI double action pump, then single action with 
integrated nanometer.
The Zodiac ™ carrying bag.

Construction :
This inflatable stand up paddle (SUP) is designed with Fusion technology (F.C.T).
It comes from the latest high-end dropstitch gluing techniques.
Its two layers of PVC are assembled by fusion and not glued.
It's an industrial process that allows you to have:
- A lighter inflatable board of 30%.
  > Weight gain of about 4 kilos on a board of the same size.
- 30%More rigid.
- While eliminating 85% glue compared to a glued double layer paddle.

Less glue for a better product !


